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Status at previous PGCCF meeting – December 2014
•

The performance of the new structures during
winter 2014 (on a partially saturated beach) to
deliver significant wrack reduction provided a
very encouraging early indication of how the
breakwater configuration will perform in future
years.

•

Final 2014 sand nourishment operations on both
Western Beach and Wonnerup beach were
completed.

•

Assisted by late season storms, wrack on the
Western Beach was observed to both move
offshore and bypass naturally.

•

Normal winter variations (year to year) will result
in performance variations. DoT will respond with
an ongoing and appropriate maintenance
operations as required.

•

Landscape construction works were ongoing.
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Reconfiguration project update & completion
• Landscaping construction works were completed before winter
2015.
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• The Port Geographe Reconfiguration Project was officially
complete in May 2015.
• DoT will undertake ongoing maintenance of the Port Geographe
Coastal Management Area (PGCMA).

DoT Port Geographe Coastal Management Area (PGCMA) - red boundary

2015 Storm season (early)
• North and North Easterly ‘storm events’ were dominant
early in the season.
•
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Monitoring results indicated that between December 2014
and May 2015 the net sediment transport direction was from
east-to-west.

• Indicative of this; more seagrass wrack was present on
Wonnerup than the Western Beach.

May 2015

July 2015

29 May 2015

2015 Storm season (late) & overall
• West and North-West ‘storm events’ were
experienced later in the storm season.
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• By late winter monitoring results indicated a
reversal of the sediment transport direction with
more west-to-east sediment transport evident.
• Westerly ‘storm events’ into early December
transported wrack off the western beach.
• Overall the storm season this year was
considered to be mild.

September 2015

November 2015

Western Beach – 12 September 2015

Western Beach – 15 December 2015

Western Beach
•

Early season NE events eroded the sand immediately adjacent to the western breakwater.

•

Several episodes of natural beach re-profiling were observed.

•

The ability of the new breakwater to dissipate wrack through both NE events and to bypass
through westerly events was demonstrated.

•

Natural reduction in the volume of seagrass wrack was observed and has continued into
December 2015.

•

Only a minimal amount of seagrass wrack is currently on the Western Beach compared with
the accumulations in previous years.
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Harbour Entrance channel
•

The entrance channel has been
surveyed periodically since the
works were complete.

•

Results from surveys to date
continue to show minimal change
in channel depths.

•

The most recent hydrographic
survey was conducted in early
December 2015 and the results
show minimal change in depths
to the August survey, on which
the decision not to dredge was
based.

•

Sandbars outside the harbour
continue to be monitored for
movement.
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Wonnerup – pre reconfiguration
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Wonnerup – post reconfiguration
• Sand accretion was recorded between December 2014 and May 2015.
• By the end of the storm season this year there was a small net decrease in
sand on Wonnerup Beach.
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• Erosion on Wonnerup beach adjacent to the Port Geographe seawall and
groyne field has been significantly reduced.

19 December 2014

24 August 2015
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Overall 2015 performance
• Overall, there was a net sediment ‘loss’ across
the entire PGCMA since December 2014.
Noting also that reduced beach widths over
winter is normal.
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• Result also indicates that the Western Beach
was not ‘trapping’ material.
• The largest impact from the seasonal
conditions in 2015 related to altered beach
profiles
• Post storm season (year to year) variations in
material volumes are normal; affected by high
tides, waves, storm surges and strong winds
during the winter months producing the higher
water levels along the coast contributing to
year to year variations.
17 November 2015

2015 Coastal maintenance works
•

Sand was imported to Wonnerup to restore
the volume of sand in the DoT PGCMA to ~
December 2014 levels.
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•

Approximately ~10,000m3 of sand was
trucked in from a local sand supply.

•

These works addressed sand loss from
Wonnerup during ‘storm season’.

Key Points
• Whilst this year experienced a mild winter the performance to date provides a very
encouraging indication on how the reconfigured structures will perform in future
years and once the entire system stabilises, however it is too soon to pass final
judgement of the effectiveness of the reconfigured structures.
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• Coastal maintenance works this year did not require wrack management or
entrance channel dredging but focussed on the sediment deficit within the DoT
PGCMA at Wonnerup.

• The limited works reflect the very encouraging performance outcomes to date
noting also that the PGCMA is still in a settling period.

The project anticipated that:
•
•
•

•

•

Key Points

Problems with trapped seagrass wrack and erosion
would be significantly improved.
Seagrass wrack accumulations will vary from year to
year and may require management
Sand accumulation and erosion across the PGCMA
including the entrance channel will require ongoing
management
Normal winter variations will determine the
requirement and type of annual maintenance
activities each year
The settling in period may take a number of seasons.
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DoT will continue to monitor, assess and respond as
necessary to the impact of the new structures within the
overall context of natural coastal processes.
Future management responses to be based on the
results of the ongoing monitoring being undertaken by
DoT.
Future maintenance works and management responses
may include sand/wrack bypassing, sand importation,
wrack ‘pushing’ or dredging.
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The Result
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Thank you
The Department of Transport wishes to
thank the PGCCF membership for its
enormous support and contribution to
advance and successfully implement the
Port Geographe Reconfiguration Project

